
30 BE USEFUL: Seven Tools for Life by Arnold 
Schwarzenegger. With a heavy emphasis on skill-

ful self-reliance, this isn’t your average celebrity memoir—
Schwarzenegger shares wisdom gained throughout his life, from 
his childhood in rural Austria to becoming governor of California. 
PENGUIN PRESS

31 BUDDHIST WISDOM FOR BEGINNERS: An A-Z Guide
by Victor M. Parachin. Written by one of our regular 

contributors, this introductory guide to Buddhist practices will be a 
helpful primer to the spiritual tradition. SUNSTONE PRESS

32 DRAW YOUR FEELINGS: A Creative Journal to Help 
Connect with Your Emotions Through Art by Rukmini 

Poddar. We love sitting down for artistic self-reflection, and this new 
journal-meets-sketchbook will be just the compliment to a relaxing 
Sunday afternoon. TARCHERPERIGEE

33 LEANING TOWARD LIGHT: Poems for Gardens & the 
Hands That Tend Them by Tess Taylor. Bring this out-

side along with your trowel and gloves—Taylor has curated a poetry 
anthology about the healing power of gardening and connecting 
with the earth. STOREY PUBLISHING

34 ARGUING FOR A BETTER WORLD: How Philosophy 
Can Help Us Fight for Social Justice by Arianne 

Shahvisi. Shahvisi poses and wrestles with important questions, 
like “Has ‘political correctness’ gone too far?” and “Do all lives 
matter?” and shares her perspective on how to create a more just 
world. PENGUIN BOOKS

35 A BOLD RETURN 
TO GIVING 

A DAMN: One Farm, Six 
Generations, and the Future 
of Food by Will Harris. 
We look forward to poring 
over this title: a memoir on 
intergenerational farming and 
an exploration of regenerative 
agriculture. VIKING
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The Book of Druidry
A Complete Introduction to the Magic 
& Wisdom of the Celtic Mysteries
Kristoffer Hughes
“An accessible insight to a nourish-
ing spiritual path inspired by the 
arcane myths, legends, and poems 
of the past, whilst being firmly 
rooted in what we need in the here 
and now.”—Mhara Starling, 
author of Welsh Witchcraft

$26.99 • Paperback • 336 Pages

Relighting the Cauldron
Embracing Nature Spirituality 
in Our Modern World
Rev. Wendy Van Allen
“Relighting the Cauldron gives us 
hope. It speaks to the possibility of 
revisiting that time when the world 
was exciting, when the fire burned 
brightly.”—Spirituality + Health

$21.99 • Paperback • 304 Pages

Wyrdcraft
Healing Self & Nature through 
the Mysteries of the Fates
Matthew Ash McKernan
“The ambition of Wyrdcraft is epic. 
If you commit to the book’s arc and 
respond to McKernan’s bold view 
of the world, you may literally 
never see the world the same 
way again.”—Spirituality + Health 

$21.99 • Paperback • 328 Pages

Energy Work for the 
Everyday to Elite Athlete
How to Achieve Optimal 
Sports Performance
Cyndi Dale
World-renowned healer and 
author Cyndi Dale presents the 
ultimate book on applying energy 
practices to athletes and coaches 
of all ages and levels to optimize 
training, improve performance, 
and boost recovery.
$24.99 • Paperback • 312 Pages
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